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 WRIA 9 Implementation Technical Committee  

Meeting Summary – October 26, 2016 9:00-Noon 

Tukwila Community Center, Banquet Room C 

Attendees:  Brian Anderson, Boeing; Kerry Bauman, King County; Karen Bergeron, WRIA 9; Dave Casey, Maple 
Valley; Larry Fisher, WDFW; Kollin Higgins, King County; Josh Kahan, King County; Leah Kintner, Puget Sound 
Partnership; Matt Knox, City of Kent; Guillaume Mauger, Climate Impacts Group; Joan Nolan, Ecology; Elissa 
Ostergaard, WRIA 9; Tyler Patterson, Tacoma Public Utilities; Mike Perfetti, City of Tukwila; Jennifer Rice, King 
County; Dennis Robertson, Tukwila Councilmember and WRIA 9 Management Committee Chair. 
 
What does it all mean? Next steps in the Habitat Plan Update – Elissa Ostergaard 

 Three technical briefings/white papers are being written in the next 2-4 months to 
summarize/synthesize new findings and propose actions. These will be put together as an update to the 
Research Framework/Strategic Assessment that were the scientific basis for the 2005 Salmon Habitat 
Plan. Topics are: 

o Water quality – contaminants, temperature 
o Climate Change 
o Fish productivity and habitat use 

 Outcomes from the technical briefings will be used to update the following: 
o 2013 draft WRIA 9 Monitoring & Adaptive Management  (M&AM) Plan 
o Project list – we will do a call for new projects, update the prioritization criteria, and rank the 

new list 
o Policies and programs will be evaluated and we will brainstorm updates  

 Schedule – finish the technical briefings over the winter, begin updating project criteria and the M&AM 
plan in the spring, call for projects in late spring, project list vetted by late 2017, plan amendment done 
by late 2018 (earlier if possible). Have one or two public meetings for public input on projects and 
programs. Focus is on keeping it simple and continuing implementation. 

 

Climate Change and Salmon Habitat – Building Resiliency – Guillaume Mauger, UW Climate Impacts Group 

The intention for Guillaume’s presentation is to help us with our salmon planning – bridge the gap between 

science and practice. He comes from the research side – we can all learn from each other. 

 Information is available – for example, the Puget Sound State of Knowledge synthesis report, fact sheets 

on stormwater and flooding, working on one on sea level rise. He also shared with the ITC before the 

meeting (via Elissa) his research agenda for better supporting integrated management regarding climate 

change and floodplains - Guillaume consults with NOAA and Floodplains by Design (FbD). See 

https://cig.uw.edu/resources/special-reports/ps-sok/ 

 Greenhouse gas scenarios are not predictions, but rather, they run plausible future emissions through 

models to see implications. Can’t know future geopolitical decisions – so this gives a range of high to 

low. He noticed that the WRIA 7 paper assumes we are on the worst case scenario track, but that is not 

necessarily true.  

 In a nutshell:  scenarios call for temperature increases, similar precipitation, a bit more annual variation 

in precipitation over the next century. 

Physical drivers of climate change 

 Ocean acidification from carbon dissolving in water– doubling hydrogen ion concentration – variability in 

upwelling can affect pH – happens in summer on eastern edge of most oceans – May/June through summer 

https://cig.uw.edu/resources/special-reports/ps-sok/
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– associated with PDO – may have more of an impact on coho –– driven by north winds – episodic – big 

winds push winds right and water that replaces it comes up from underneath. 

o Could Puget Sound acidification affect Dungeness crab larvae which Chinook eat? Need to find out. 

o Copepod skeleton formation affected by carbonic acid – Gullaume says people are doing research 

on susceptibility at Friday Harbor. Doesn’t show it will be a major effect, at least so far. 

 Sea level rise (SLR) – seen 8” of rise in our region in last 100 years, mid-range is about 2 feet in next 100 

years 

o Issue is surge on top of SLR – King County has mapped all shoreline with inundation and wave 

impacts – per Kollin – Guillaume would like to see this. Things that drive storm surges are not 

expected to change. 

o Land is moving in addition to ocean – rising – e.g., Neah Bay is rising faster than SLR, so see a drop in 

sea level. In eastern Puget Sound – subsiding land so seeing increasing SLR. Willapa Bay not rising, 

SLR is 0.  

 Precipitation – annual and seasonal not changing – but 24 hour heavy rain events should get more intense – 

22% more intense –– have more water by 22% - separate from decrease in snow amount. Not sophisticated 

enough to know difference between lowlands vs foothills.  

o Snow – primary mechanism for storing water – is sensitive to warming. Snow pack is decreasing – 

have lost 25% since 1950 and by 2080 projected to lose 37-55% This lifts snow elevation line so 

catchment area of rain is larger, which changes flood risk. Less water in streams in summer 

(ameliorated by dam). Snow has a major effect on streamflow – varies with rain, mixed and snow 

dominant basins. Modeled projections – Green is mix of rain and rain on snow basin – rain dominant 

doesn’t change much, rain on snow changes a lot to have higher peak flows in winter and less spring 

freshet. Melting longer and later. 

 Warming streams due to air temps and less snow - # streams exceeding 18 degrees increases by 70 miles in 

Green River watershed. 

 2015 was 4 degrees F above normal – so far considered a fluke, random event, mostly natural. But as a 

prediction for the future – by somewhere around 2070, depending on model, that would be every year. 

Effects on salmon  

 Flooding affects eggs, alevin, early peak flows affect juveniles, ocean acidification and sea surface temps 

affect ocean fish, warm low flow affects adults returning/spawning/timing of migration. 

 2007 Battin et al. paper on effectiveness of restoration actions with climate change – how to mitigate or not 

– some areas it doesn’t matter what you do, but in others, actions could make a difference. WRIA 7 used 

SHIRAZ (EDT knock-off) to decide how aggressive to be with restoration. 

Other effects of climate change–  

 Increased risk of wildfire. Massive fires have happened in past but were relatively rare. Don’t know what risk 

is, it just is a risk. 

 Landslides – have a link to climate – geology & topography also matter. Caused by long wet periods, heavy 

rains on top of saturated soils.  

 Sediment – comes from landslides & erosion – expect more sediment to be transported downstream 

because of higher flows, erosion and landslides. Plus SLR causes a backwater effect – sediment is less able to 

get out of delta – more deposition will affect flood risk, lowers channel capacity. No hard numbers. Recent 

study in Skagit estimated annual average sediment load to go up 150% - quadruple in winter. A lot is 
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unknown about sources and sediment budgets. Tyler shared that we have seen in the Green River more 

aggradation than expected in Lower/Middle Green and lots of sedimentation in the upper river, likely from 

logging roads and landslides. 

 Hours of tidal inundation – from 1 hr/day closed to 8 hrs/day by 2100 – if tide gate on estuary. Have a few 

flap gates in Duwamish but most only closed during floods. 

 Groundwater – no modeling – plausible scenarios – potential groundwater ponding and shallower 

groundwater table near shores. Think about drainage. 

 Stormwater – thunderstorms can have major impacts, e.g., backwater catch basins. Culverts – by 2040 – 

design width mostly need to increase by 10-25% to account for future bankfull width – may need bridge 

instead of culvert. Bridges are more expensive. WDFW report. Guillaume will send for Elissa to send out. 

 His research area – winter flood risk & stormwater. Can calculate 10-year event and how frequent would it 

occur by 2080. Can impact how long a levee would last.  

 Howard Hanson Dam (HHD) – Corps commissioned a study to look at effects of climate change – effects of 

low and high flows – flood risk – maybe – does a lot to reduce flood risk under one scenario but not another 

– couldn’t tell if fluke or actual future risk.  More work is needed to confirm. His group is doing a contract 

with KC WLRD to do river modeling including HHD, just starting. Will have numbers in next year or two. 

 Inundation mapping can show where it will flood with pictures of how deep. These are good visuals for 

getting the point across. They used FEMA floodplain elevations, not Conrad’s data.  

 Effects on tribes – psychological stress from change of identity due to loss of plants & animals, land, cultural 

sites, traditional foods. (Livelihood – ability to hunt/fish/gather in ways they did historically). 

 Forestry and flooding – clearcuts immediate risk to flooding, new growth absorbs more water. No one at 

UW CIG looked at forest rotation, civil eng looked at forest thinning – effects on snow – would expect 

moderate density better for snow pack? New research, not sure how far. Rotation of logging – big flood 

implications unknown, but would expect increase in flood risk for 2-5 years after due to less plants to absorb 

water. More known about decrease of low flows for long periods after logging. Either DFW or Ecology report 

showed decades of impacts in a study in Nisqually. 

 Development in Middle Green could cause bigger impacts than climate change – adding impervious surfaces 

increases flood risk and reduces low flows. But new zoning and stormwater regulations– new development 

may have better stormwater controls.  

 Dave Casey said that Phase 2 jurisdictions have to begin using their new stormwater manual by the end of 

this 2016 – more BMPs to minimize runoff and less impervious directly connected. However, projects that 

already have permits will be built under old standards. Would like to hear assumptions from some of the 

modeling – have we done most of the damage or should we expect more damage from new development?  

 Need to look at where are cold water sources we should protect – if they get developed it doesn’t help with 

planting trees to cool water downstream. 

 Guillaume cautioned us to look for: embedded assumptions that something is staying the same,  when it is 

not; actions pinned to specific thresholds or time periods; qualitative terms that may have different meaning 

– e.g., what is “high risk. ” 

 When planning actions, use logic. Ask Is it sensitive, if yes, does it matter, and if yes, what can be changed? If 

no, don’t worry. 

 Stressors – climate change is one of many – decide when to account for it or not. Seeing this as the start of a 

longer conversation. 

Updates – Round Robin 
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Karen Bergeron – Big Spring Creek –saw adult salmon there on field visit! 

 POC lifted! from Riverton Creek flapgate by SRFB. Mike and Ryan L did excellent job in Olympia on 
presentation 

 Mill Cr Leber ribbon cutting was very nicely done by Kent.  

 Nov 10 WRIA 9 Forum meeting – all are invited. Renton  City Hall, 4-6:30 pm. 

Dave Casey – Maple Valley – been busy with a major zoning code change. Has 4 commercial projects & 6 plats 
will build out city except for where county owns, all is 100% infiltration – except for one. Taking out a culvert 
and replace with bridge on Jenkins Cr – s of Cedar Downs – 217th - been discussion of closing another road to 
daylight a tributary to Jenkins Cr. WQ retrofits –he’s in the 4th year of design – focusing on all systems draining to 
streams this year. Upped annual retrofit budget to $250K planning & 350K for construction. 

Jen Rice – working on Tuefel LWD project, close to final design, hope to build next summer, 85 pieces of LW in 
Lower green, over 1000 trees planted. Dealing with issue of contaminated soil. 

 Coordinates flood patrols for KC, expecting a wet year. 

Matt Knox  – finishing up Leber project, fixing significant areas of erosion and figuring out drainage. River was at 
3000 cfs last week, filled up channel, working as planned, saw adult coho.  

 Making progress on Downey. They are keeping Frager road open but moving it away from the river, and 
pursuing a separated trail near the river (not with grant money) per leadership direction. Submitting TIR, 
expecting KC to not approve the plan. Ready to submit for grants next year. 

 Lower Russell Road– continuing design work. 

 Mitigating for trees taken out on levee and doing another planting on Briscoe bend on south bank. Should 
produce a lot of shade. 

Joan Nolan- PLA “interested parties” meeting in March, will send out information. Preliminary hydrology work 
will be presented, and report on PCB congeners. Soos TMDL is being worked on, with funding.  

Brian Anderson – Boeing working on maintenance of habitat in Lower Duwamish – ongoing and dynamic – wave 
energy is causing erosion. Lower Duwamish cleanup effort – they selected a contractor and will be doing 
baseline sampling over next year or two. Establishing baseline for design. Cleanup is predicated on sources of 
pollution being controlled.  

Larry Fisher– Met at Tuefel regarding tree planting for mitigation. Spending a lot of time dealing with beavers, 
not always good for fish. Peasley canyon is inaccessible to fish because of 5-6’ tall beaver dam, Auburn taking it 
out, prime spawning areas blocked for spawning. Larry wants them to remove dam – has 3 HPAs for dam 
removals to approve.  

Mike Perfetti– Karen helped with presentation to SRFB in Olympia on the Riverton flapgate project, which will 
allow fish access to creek. SRFB had concerns about stormwater and allowing salmon into polluted stream. They 
showed it has some untreated but a lot of treated stormwater inputs and sampling reports show it is okay. 
Salmon won’t be there for long periods of time. Very happy with outcome, project can move forward. 

 Duwamish Gardens is close to being done in next month – focusing on park area – geese excluder working 
for geese but not ducks – no geese around – not sure how much of a problem. Matt and he can talk. Seen 
coho coming into embayment, seal, osprey. 

Josh Kahan – Auburn Narrows – just finished prelim design, working with Tacoma et al and fully funded for 
construction in 2017 

 Porter – at 60% design, likely construct in 2017. Karen, Kollin, Tyler helped with application. 

 Lones – great news –appraisal on largest parcel was generous and working with Forterra on buy and hold 
agreement to hopefully purchase.  
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 Lones-Turley area is inside APD – great discussion with King County agriculture team, they’ve been 
supportive of the project.  

 Whitney bridge –large planting on south side starting next week, several thousand trees and shrubs 

 Newaukum – 2 grants with Ecology – large planting finishing this winter and grant to develop outreach plan 
to recruit lands into acquisition & restoration on Newaukum and tributaries 

 Big Spring – adaptive management process –high percentage of water remains in roadside ditches and not in 
channel -hope to rectify with a project 

 Large planting at Bass Lake with Ducks Unlimited grant 

Kerry Bauman – establishing riparian reference reaches in middle Green at several lower-mid seral forest areas 
to measure conditions and changes over time, to use as reference for restoration plantings to create 
performance standards that are easy to measure.  Stem density and stand closure, hemispheric photographs. 
Species composition. Informs design on places like lower Russell and success improvement. Happy to share 
information for projects and monitoring. 

 Collecting baseline info on habitat conditions and fish use – Lower Russell Road – Protocols are challenging! 
Looking for jet boat to borrow to use with electrofisher – does anyone have one? 

Kollin Higgins wants comments on salmon habitats fish use white paper, please send. Jason Toft is starting 
analysis of Duwamish fish use data, Kollin will incorporate it into the paper.  

 Got grant from DFW & DNR for second round of marine shoreline surveys, will do field work this winter. 

Tyler Patterson- Trapped Chinook at Tacoma’s trap & haul facility– 1/3 of the unmarked had CWTs and others 
may have otolith marking. MIT has been outplanting Chinook at Palmer Ponds in the Headworks reach to 
increase spawning, and they had over 500 redds in their index reach, which is successful. Although they are not 
sure about implications for superimposition of redds. Going to collect unmarked coho for Hugo Hernandez at 
the expanded Keta Cr hatchery to help with integrating wild stock into the hatchery program. 

 Trying to rebuild beaver dam near headworks facility, working on permitting. Don’t seem to be active in the 
area right now.  

Leah Kintner 

 PSAR Large cap are coming under review – Lower Russell Road and Downey are on the list from WRIA 9. 
Draft rankings will be available Nov 9, final not until December.  Floodplains by Design (FbD) list – meeting 
Friday to finish ranking, should be out next week from Ecology. Same WRIA 9 projects, so they will need to 
look at differences in scopes of work after ranking.  FbD does not have flexibility for changing scope because 
it goes in as a proviso. 

 PSP put in request to OFM for $33K per watershed to continue M&AM for habitat goals, in addition to 40 
hours of coaching already allocated. May be available after June if approved in next legislative session. 

 Toolkit will be ready with new monitoring chapter and protocols for field-based Common Indicators in 
November, include condition binning guidance – poor, fair, good, very good 

 Chinook Implementation Strategy well underway, Doug O participated in latest iteration. Regional plan.  

 Christie Goldfuss – Council on Environmental Quality announcement is mainly not new federal money, it 
includes PSNERP, National Estuary Prgm funding & others, however, the visibility of Puget Sound is being 
raised in Washington DC, which is critical to future federal funding.  

Dennis Robertson - Fred Jarrett, Deputy King County Executive, is presenting proposal to the WRIA 9 
Management Committee this afternoon regarding eliminating LIO middle management – potential to help more 
$$ to focus on the river. The proposal involves redistributing LIO functions and integrating with WRIAs. This 
would give the WRIA a greater role with stormwater and FbD.  

 

 


